
Welcome to my third virtual offering.
I would firstly like to introduce you to those in my ‘bubble.’  There are twelve of us as we have nine tutors from Dilworth 
School who are here from Ireland and England on a gap year.  You will have seen them taking part in our Good Friday 
Service at 3pm.
Over the last couple of weeks during the lockdown period I have tried to offer some words of encouragement and hope.  
Hope that is grounded in the deep well spring of our Christian faith and belief in a resurrected Christ.  Not some shallow 
hope like ‘I hope today is going to be a nice day.’
The Christian faith teaches us that, as believers in Christ, we have a relationship with a loving God, a God that cares deeply 
for all creation and humanity, a God who never leaves us nor forsakes us, and a God whom we come to know through the 
life, death and resurrection of Jesus the Christ.
Last week I reflected on my Lenten journey with a God of surprises and wilderness.  Wilderness times in our lives are often 
times when we are brought to our knees, when all we can rely on is God, when our only hope (and often this is a faint hope 
in my experience) is in the bigger mystery of the Christian story, in the promises of the biblical texts and the life of Jesus, 
and in the power of the Holy Spirit.  These are times when we are blessed by our humility, as the first Beatitude reminds 
us, because these are the times when we are most open to God, most reliant on God, desperate to know that our belief in 
Jesus Christ is real.  To know that we are held in the gentle, loving, eternal embrace of God.
For others this time of wilderness might be a time of sanctuary and comfort.  A time to draw more closely to God in prayer, 
silence, peace, reflection and rest.  Soul time.
For me as I imagine for many of you, being apart this Easter time is really, really hard.  I am so missing being physically 
present with you all, my heart is often heavy as I hold you in my thoughts and prayers.
However, we must not forget that we are not the only ones who are feeling acutely apart from a major event in our religious 
calendars.  I want to remember and acknowledge our Jewish brothers and sisters who can’t be together for Passover and 
our Muslim sisters and brothers who can’t be together for Ramadan.
These wilderness times, in hindsight, are often the seasons in our lives when we are strengthened and transformed, 
changed forever, renewed and drawn deeper into our true selves.  And so as we approach this Easter journey, the Triduum, 
over the next days, may you find solace and strength as we make the journey with Jesus through the wilderness into new 
life.  May the promises of this season sustain you.

LIVING AS AN EASTER PEOPLE
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Christ is risen!  He has risen indeed.  Alleluia!
But what does this resurrection life mean in this time of disruption and chaos? What 
does being an Easter people mean? How might new life be breaking open into our 
community, country and world at this tragic time?
These are some of my questions and ponderings this week and I hope, from the 
reflections that are made and the discussions that will take place as we make this 
journey and beyond, that some profound, lasting and sustainable outcomes will take 
place.  We will be changed forever by this event and I hope we can learn from it and 
really be an Easter People, who traverse Good Friday and Easter Sunday, and that the 
incarnation of Christ will be alive and visible in our lives for it is this hope that the world 
is hungry to know.
My fledgling reflections begin with the belief that Christianity must be a way of life 
as much as it is a system of belief.  Our faith must cost us something.  We must be 
passionate about it.  It must be worth dying for.  
We cannot live anymore as culturally safe Christians but must live as observant 
ones, belonging to each other in common cause, called to action so that our faith is 
incarnated and alive in us, that we are shaped by love and compassion.
As we live with a world that has been changed forever by this pandemic, we should 
be feeling unsettled, we should be striving to find ways that we can rediscover our 
Christian faith as a way of life rather than a system of beliefs. We should be looking for 
ways we can be present in the hard suffering places in our community and world, but 
also looking for and actioning signs of God’s kingdom arriving on earth, participating in 
the redeeming work that God is continuing to bring forth.  

This kind of living and proclaiming is what I believe many people who wouldn’t call 
themselves Christian or even spiritual are searching for.  We as a Christian community 
need to rediscover ‘our way’ and take our Christian faith seriously, not as an add-on 
to our lives but part of the fabric of our every breath.  It needs to be a coherent and 
compelling way of life for each of us as we are formed in community and we express it 
in mission before it will be of any interest to others. continued.
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Brian McLaren in his book, Finding our way again, writes:
“Those who reject religion are often rejecting a certain arid system of belief, or if not 
that a certain set of trivial taboos or rules or rituals that have lost meaning for them.
However in this age of environmental sustainability, the unconscionable juxtaposition 
between wasteful luxury and crushing poverty, violence and anxiety, and intensifying 
conflicts that can avalanche into potentially catastrophic war, nearly everyone, whether 
nonreligious or religious, seems to agree that we need to rediscover a viable way of 
life.”
He advocates restoring a kind of sacred normalcy to the rhythms of life.  Such things 
as making prayer ordinary in our daily schedule, worship part of our routine, making 
generosity normal, normative and habitual so that it is done automatically; making time 
for rest every single week whether we feel we need it or not, as a matter of routine; 
practicing simplicity instead of consumption; countering violence with peace making.
McLaren wrote these words in 2008. They seem to me to be as true now as they were 
then and  they are not new ideas. They are in fact wisdom from our early Church 
mothers and fathers which has sustained Christians and helped them to thrive through 
many challenges and difficult times.
So how can we live a viable, sustainable, meaningful way of life that supports and 
transforms us and offers life and hope, peace and redemption to those around us?
We need to urgently find ways to awaken ourselves to a life that helps us experience 
God and others in new and fresh ways because the success or failure of this search will, 
no doubt, play a major role in the story of the 21st Century.

Blessings,
The Very Reverend Anne Mills,
Dean


